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WEDNESDAY'S "University Night" concert by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra had more than its share 

of coincidences involving the power of numbers. 

 

The opening and closing scores were completed when their composers were nearing age 28. The 

centerpiece came from a master approaching 82. And, to make things even stranger, one of the works 

was structured according to the occult science of omerology. 

 

Loretta Jankowski's "Lustrations" takes its title from rites of purification undergone by the main 

characters of Mozart's opera, "The Magic Flute." Each of five continuous sections Earth, Air, Fire, Water, 

and Coda has five different layers of sound organized by the mystical power of numbers and various 

Masonic symbols. The piece as a whole represents the literal "working out " of one of Jankowski's 

dreams, in a sense, a coming to terms with Mozart's music. 

 

Quotations, or manipulated fragments from an opera, are embedded in an exotically colored minute 

essay whose strength is partly achieved through the deft handling of an enlarged percussion section 

including marimba, vibraphone, and five varieties of chimes. The texture often is densely written, but 

with delicate "contemporary" strands, such as brasses blown without mouthpieces and strings played 

behind the bridge. 

 

Henry Mazer's world premiere performance nicely depicted the traceries of sound, and more Mozartean 

passages were recognizable than one had been led to expect. However, as one section flowed into 

another there was a sameness of characterization that minimized the impact of contrasting moods. 

Part of the problem was owing to the writing, for it seems to be subtle "absolute" music that partly 

aspires to a descriptive, if not picturesque, end. The score is overloaded with intentions, and the one 

that strives to make "sound pictures" of natural elements is not well fulfilled. Nevertheless, the New 

Jersey composer still worked on a broad canvas with a case that belied her 28 years, making this second 

venture for full orchestra a vivid addition to the list of commissions sponsored by the Women's 

Association for Symphony Orchestras. 

 

Ralph Vaughan Williams' Tuba Concerto dates from twilight years that were made surprisingly sunny 

through a search for new sonorities. Like the magnificent "Romance" for harmonica, it beautifully 

exploits lyric possibilities, even avoiding the familiar "oom-pah" In a heartfelt slow movement. 

Playing a tuba in F, CSO principal Arnold Jacobs brought less swagger than the Falstaffian solo demands, 

but his was a good-natured approach and the orchestral support had charm. 

 

The program concluded with Tchaikovsky's First Symphony ("Winter Dreams") in a plush reading more 

notable for decibels than drive. 


